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Jacob Nettikkadan

Jacob Nettikkadan insists that every school, college and University should display the definition of
education, because it is this definition that should guide syllabus makers to make the syllabus to meet
the objective in the definition. Similarly, the book writers and school text book makers should
appropriately be guided by the definition. Again the people who run educational institutions should
make arrangement to produce the desired result as per the definition. The teachers and the question
paper setters and the evaluators also should consider it their bounden duty to go ahead as per the
definition. If all the parents and the studying children also are aware of the definition, education will
produce the desired result : "Human beings will have human mind, human characteristics, human
behaviour, human inter-personal relationship etc. to make this world a literal "Heaven on Earth" free from fear, terror, cheating, lies etc.

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
There is a wide-spread complaint that the present-day education without 'definite objective and purpose' converts human children into
"broiler chicken". It is because the education does not empower them to use thinking power, especially 'rational and logical thinking
power'. But I have come across a spoken English course (which offers "Double Money-back") instigating learners to speak English
without using conscious mind and also without knowing "what is what". I feel that system will convert human
children to "boiled chicken" (not 'broiler chicken'). Jacob Nettikkadan wants you to use your full mind,
know everything 'accurately, clearly, completely and convincingly about English, so that your mind will grow 'like a running taxi
meter' when you learn English from him.

Like · · December 28, 2011 at 10:15am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

If we do not possess "wisdom" sufficiently according to our age, academic qualifications, official
position and rank, as well as social status, we cannot earn love, respect and recognition from others. It
is because, without "wisdom", our thinking level, speaking style and activities all will b e below the level expected by others. We cannot
also be successful employees holding high positions and earning heavy salary, or popular leaders in the political, social or any other
field. Others will not hold high esteem for us and be with us or obey us.

Like · · December 27, 2011 at 10:35am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Everywhere when children grow up, they ask numerous questions. If adults give them correct and convincing answers, their learning
process grows. At the same time, they also develop rational and logical sense without knowing what these qualities are. Only

if
they use rationality and logic in their life, they can produce "wisdom" themselves.
Wisdom cannot be bought from market, begged, borrowed or even stollen., It has to
be produced by ourselves by using "rationality and logic". That is why Jacob Nettikkadan teaches it

in his Original Communicative English course, so that all his students will produce wisdom in their life.
Jacob Nettikkadan

The educational field everywhere has been degraded badly by four classes of people : (1) Political
authorities, (2) Government researchers and syllabus makers, (3) the degree-holding mental
illiterates in the educational field, (4) the business mafia. (1) The political contribution comes from
(a) making education totally free including for the rich, (b) introducing 'all promotion' to contain
Government expenditure on education, (c) asking teachers to give marks liberally to reach the goal of
100% pass. If you want to bring back true education, you have to erase these hindrances.

Like · · December 24, 2011 at 10:43am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Has any educational institution taught you what "Rationality, logic and wisdom" are ? Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan teaches these in the
beginning of his Original Communicative English course. Then only what new things he gives to students about the

English language will enter their minds and they will grow in language, life and maturity. His book
"The Importance of Personality Development" an essential requisite in true education, teaches
hundreds of such essential items that help the Mind Power to grow at least according to the age of
students. Absence of these reflect in the immaturity of mind of the learners.

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Let us hope that the British Council and its allies will make a new year resolution to stop teaching
Bringlish (the faulty style of speaking English by the British) through IELTS coaching. Instead, they
will change the style of teaching English to the Englishmen and make them speak English properly,
so that other people in the world will understand it without any difficulty. We can also hope that if
they adopt the Original Communicative English course of Jacob Nettikkadan, they will have more
scholarly knowledge in English and be free from confusions and doubts.
Jacob Nettikkadan
If the Hindu newspaper is ready to support Jacob Nettikkadan in a deserving manner through their daily, he is ready to implement his
own definition on education at least in the field of all students speaking fluent English confidently. They will also have

scholarly knowledge in English, free from any confusion or doubts. They will possess sufficient
employability through correct personality development. Another guarantee : most of his students will
not be unemployed.
They will also be loyal to the society and patriotic to the nation.

Like · · December 20, 2011 at 12:26pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
When you visit any educational institution or read their prospectus, check whether they have displayed the definition of education
anywhere. If not, ask for it. Then you may be shocked to realize that nobody has ever cared for a definition on education, which is a
fundamental need. If you want to revive the flattened educational field, first you have to know the definition and then insist on its
implementation. For you, Jacob Nettikkadan has defined education in the Facebook on 15-12-2011 (see the personal profile page very
kindly provided by the Facebook authorities.

Like · · December 19, 2011 at 9:55am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan via Goldstar Intl
All well-meaning people in society are certainly NOT keeping quiet about the educational field losing its direction and goal. The Hindu
could look into the website of Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan www.xavierinstitute.org or .com OR www.jacobnettikkadan.org and also read
his comment in today's Facebook and also on 15-12-2011 in his personal folio very kindly provided by the Facebook.

Has education lost its heart?
www.thehindu.com
Education today in our country has not only lost its heart; it seems to have lost its direction and goal. It is a sad situation for
the future generation. Well-meaning people in society are keeping quiet. The powers that be, who ought to know better, seem
to be either ignoramuses or they couldn't ca...

o

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan has given great importance to teach what "rationality and logic" are in his
book "The Importance of Personality Development". It is because he has found out that 'each time
we use rationality and logic in our activities, we produce wisdom'. He has observed that a vast
majority of people today do not know what "rationality and logic" are. Hence, they do not produce
wisdom in them. He also adds "We cannot buy, borrow, beg or steal wisdom". When people do not
possess wisdom, their activities usually go wrong or undesirable. He also finds that people with heavy
academic qualifications and in high position or authority do not display wisdom in their
programmes, projects and activities. Then the humanity has to suffer the consequence.

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
My dear friends in the Facebook,
The Skipe authorities have very kindly arranged to provide me a 'video-conferencing facility' on their own. They also informed me
that 42 of my friends are waiting to talk to me on 'video'. Therefore, I shall be available for a video conference tomorrow (Saturday 1712-2011) at 7.30 p.m. I am not having much knowledge on computer operation. I am 73 years old, but have enough spiritual energy
(not physical energy). My mental energy and experience can be considered at 730 years. My
achievements can be linked to 7,300 years. Visit website : www.xavierinstitute.org or
.com or www.jacobnettikkadan.org . I am staying in CITY PALACE (E.V.Homes), AZAD ROAD, KALOOR,
KOCHI - 682017 - just opposite to Mathrubhoomi office at Kaloor. Ph. 9846008621 ; Residence No. 0484-4047769 . All those who are
waiting to talk to me are most cordially invited to talk to me on Skipe a/c. NETTIKKADANJACOB. e-mail :
nettikkadanjacob@gmail.com (Better send it to mail@xavierinstitute.org or
mail@xavierinstitute.com ) On Facebook, you can read my postings on a page very kindly provided by the Facebook authorities under
the name "Jacob Nettikkadan".

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan (website: www.xavierinstitute.org , www.xavierinstitute.com , www.jacobnettikkadan.org ) defines education
as : “Education

is the process of empowering our children, the youth or others to
acquire the necessary knowledge, skills and self-confidence to lead an independent
life in their future (especially to look after their would be family befittingly) apart
from developing the required human behaviour, excellent characteristics, right

attitude and above all a lovable interpersonal relationship where leadership,
personality development and management play a big roll.” According to Mahatma
Gandhi, the total personality development is true education. It is here the book
“Importance of Personality Development” written by Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan
becomes an inevitable requisite in the educational field.
Look into your past and measure "How much of the promised items from education you have been able to get during your education"
?

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

The British Council can be sensible and wise even now; forget about the past mistakes. So far they
have done the expensive crime of teaching the rest of the world "Bringlish" (the defective style of
speaking English by the British), so that the rest of the world can understand when the British people
speak. They should instead study what the 5,700 corrections or improvements invented/discovered by
Jacob Nettikkadan over the existing English are and teach the Original Communicative English to
the British people, so that they will speak English correctly and properly. They should not continue
with the Duplicate Communicative English courses themselves and encourage the foolish Indian
Universities to follow suit, to save thousands of Indian students from wasting money, time and efforts
uselessly for long years and gain frustration in the hope of getting Communicating ability in English.

Like · · December 12, 2011 at 8:28am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
On 14th and 15th Nov. 2011, Jacob Nettikkadan wrote in the Facebook about the gravest fraud or the most wretched crookedness ever
committed by a PhD holder who has been the Educational Consultant of Kerala Government in India. He imaginatively transferred
the invention of Jacob Nettikkadan "The Original Communicative English teaching system" to Noam Chomsky, a reputed American
Linguist. Then assuming himself to be the disciple of Noam Chomsky, he started teaching English to Keralites in the most scientific
manner. But by that time (after a gap of 8 years), Jacob Nettikkadan came out with the English version of "Easy Way To Learn
English" in four volumes. The PhD fraud stopped his teaching English midway. The IB, the Crime Branch, the CID or any other
investigating agency should locate the notorious public culprit and give him deserving treatment. The Hon'ble Kerala High Court also
could make a suo moto case against this henious crime. So far no "truly educated mind" in the Education Department of Kerala
Government has come out with the "Case study".

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
The British Council has not contacted Jacob Nettikkadan on his suggestion to be wise to teach the Englishmen the correct way of
learning and speaking English (instead of "Bringlish" as at present) which other people all over the world cannot understand. Since
the Englishmen understand when others speak English, the British Council and its allies should give up teaching the entire world
"How to understand "Bringlish" through IELTS coaching". They can surely take the help of Jacob Nettikkadan for this wise step
which will save the people of the rest of the world high expense and avoidable torture of learning "Bringlish speaking style", so that
they will understand the present Englishmen when they speak "Bringlish". Jacob Nettikkadan Methodology increases the status and
dignity of the English language and the British Council should be happy and proud to use it all over the world.

Like · · December 10, 2011 at 11:57am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Jacob Nettikkadan claims that he is capable of teaching the English language "Without any
confusions or doubts" to the learner. He has obtained this capacity and confidence out of his 50 years
of personal research in English during which he has made small inventions or discoveries to make
5,700 corrections or improvements in the teaching of English over the system the Englishmen
brought from Great Britain centuries ago and introduced in India and other non-English speaking
countries. He requests the British Council, the British Government, the U.N. (UNESCO) and all the
Universities in the world to find out another person with the same ability. Otherwise they should take
his help to introduce his Original Communicative English teaching system all over the world and
save the learners including those in the U.K. whose minds are filled with utter confusions and
numerous doubts as well as to guarantee Communication Skill in English.



Jacob Nettikkadan Hallo Rizwan, I am happy to get at least one person
who thinks rationally and logically and agree to my contention. Tks a lot.
Like · · December 10, 2011 at 11:57am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
On 21-11-2011 Jacob Nettikkadan pointed out a faulty action on the part of the British Council and its allies in teaching and creating
heavy monetary loss through coaching the non-English speaking world "The wrong style of speaking English by the British", so that
they may understand the defective way of speaking of the Englishmen. He has recommended them to change the course of action to
"Teach the correct way of speaking English to the Englishmen as they write or speak English without swallowing words". This must
have happened for centuries because the so-called experts, scholars and researchers in the rest of the world including those in the
United Nations failed to evaluate things properly or "Adored the British blindly". Let humanity be saved from this costly torture.

Jacob Nettikkadan
Jacob Nettikkadan discovers a shortcut for humanity to solve the problem on speaking English. At present the British Council and its
allies are making elaborate arrangement to teach the non-natives of English "The faulty style of speaking English by the British
people", so that other people will understand the wrong way of speaking of the Englishman. If steps are taken to teach the English
people speak English as they write, the rest of humanity can be saved from the torture and heavy expense of undergoing IELTS
coaching. If the natives speak proper English as they originally designed, everybody else can understand their English. Let the British
Council use the Original Communicative English invented by Jacob Nettikkadan to teach English people English to speak properly
without confusion and doubts, and uphold the respect of the English language.

Like · · November 21, 2011 at 7:48pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Jacob Nettikkadan has claimed that his Original Communicative English contains 5,700 small inventions and discoveries on the
English teaching system introduced by the British centuries ago. These can be considered corrections or improvements in teaching
English, which have enabled Jacob Nettikkadan to guarantee his students to be free from confusions and doubts and make it a
comfortable jet aeroplane journey to complete the whole English in a few weeks which Universities cannot complete in 20 years. No
PhD or University authority has come forward to verify it. Without these 5,700 amendments their Duplicate Communicative English
degree course is ineffective, time-wasting and money-laundering alone.
Jacob Nettikkadan
The first political contribution for killing the real education was "Free education at Government expense without collecting any fees
even from rich students". Because of the heavy financial burden on account of the free education, political authorities had to take a
follow-up and corrective action to "Make all promotion for all students including those who got zero marks, up to metric level". Thus
it paved way for all students including the brilliant students to neglect study, because there was no distinction for those who study well
from those who fail utterly. Thus till recently, there was a hold up of worthless students at metric level. But in recent years, the
political authorities wanted to see high percentage of pass at metric level and asked the teachers to be very liberal in giving marks. So
now the percentage of pass at metric level is world record. The only problem for the
society and the nation is that we have large percentage of normal students mentally
unfit for any useful purpose.

Like · · November 19, 2011 at 3:26pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
If the so called "Government appointed researchers in the educational field are offered an alternative job to convert the deserts in
Rajastan, probably it will produce multiple benefit for the nation. Each of them should be allotted five hectares of the desert and asked
to cultivate fruits, vegetables or cereals. What a wonderful benefit will emerge for the nation and its people ! : "The supply of those
items will increase and price will reduce". A greater benefit will be that they will not destroy the future

generations of our children with their research results in the educational field. Then the political authorities
can make use of private inventions like that of Jacob Nettikkadan in teaching English combined with Personality Development and by
using science in language teaching, without any confusion or doubt in the English language and enable students get 500% study
benefits at 5% study burden and duration of study.

Like · · November 18, 2011 at 2:37pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

On 16-11-2011 Jacob Nettikkadan suggested that the campuses of those Universities which confer
worthless degrees should be converted into agriculture, farming or cattle rearing fields, to save the
society and the nation from degradation. The authorities and the employees of such Universities may console themselves
"Nobody will terminate our jobs. We will continue to get our monthly salary, perks and even the often-increasing pension without fail.
Then why should we be worried ?".

Like · · November 17, 2011 at 2:29pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Our country can progress satisfactorily only when our authorities and the people are able to
distinguish between University degrees which are "useful" and "useless". Then they should also be
able to covert the campuses of Universities which provide "unless degrees" into agriculture, farming
or cattle rearing fields. The recipients of "useless degrees" cannot distinguish between what are
"good and bad", between "right and wrong", between "great and ordinary", between "original and
duplicate" etc. Then there will be no Universities conducting "Duplicate Communicative English
Degrees" which cannot guarantee good communication skill even in four years' full time course.
o

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan reported on 14-11-2011 about the gravest fraud or the most wretched crookedness ever committed by a PhD
holder who has been the Educational Consultant of Kerala Government in India. It should become a touching concern of any truly
educated mind, especially in Universities, which are supposed to be the temple of wisdom, knowledge and guidance". The Education
Department of Kerala has to investigate the proposals, implementation and consequences of every activity in the educational field
when he was the Consultant, and the losses caused on the public exchequer. If deterrent punishment is not meted out without delay,
this will be an encouragement for young minds to pervert and ruin the State and its people in a greater style.

Like · · November 15, 2011 at 2:56pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
The most innovative global level crook, a PhD fraud in the educational field is living in Kerala, India now. He has been the Educational
Consultant to the Government of Kerala. Imaginatively he transferred the universally registered invention of Jacob Nettikkadan to
Noam Chomsky, a reputed American linguist. Then, in the disguise of becoming Chomsky's disciple, the PhD fraud started teaching
English to Keralites in the most scientific style. But that was the time Jacob Nettikkadan was getting ready his book "Easy Way To
Learn English" in four volumes, which took eight years to complete. Soon after this book was published, the fraud discontinued his
English teaching midway. The University may confer to him another PhD degree for this fraudulent feat.

Like · · November 14, 2011 at 2:50pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

When Jacob Nettikkadan circulated the first four lessons of his book "Easy Way To Learn English" (Volume 1 Easiest English), among reputed publishers and one newspaper in 2005-2006, requesting them to publish the
book, one newspaper in Kerala became an "English Teacher", because those four lessons proved learning of
English "unusually interesting, extremely simple and miraculously productive". Their own CDs and other

products are in the market. Then how can the newspaper be impartial to write about the good effects of Jacob
Nettikkadan ?
Like · · November 13, 2011 at 2:41pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
The mental illiterates and the slavish minds in the Indian media could not bear Jacob Nettikkadan's 50 years' private research making
over 5,700 corrections and improvements in the English teaching system introduced by the British (read his book "Easy Way To Learn
English" in four volumes), which enables him to guarantee to teach English without any confusions or doubts. They

do not
want the British to be wrong, whom they have been admiring blindly for centuries.
Like · · November 12, 2011 at 8:21pm

•
•
Jacob Nettikkadan

If University degree holders and those without any schooling think, speak and do, especially behave
with others or possess characteristics in the same manner, why should we love, respect and recognize
the degree holders as educated ? They should be treated worse than mental illiterates irrespective of
their position in offices or in society. Do you find such mental illiterates in high positions ? This is one
of the biggest curses due to which we are suffering today.
JACOB NETTIKKADAN.
Jacob Nettikkadan
Congratulations Jino Thomas. Your performance was really great and highly entertaining. A great future awaits you. May God bless
you abundantly.
JACOB NETTIKKADAN.

Valkannadi @ I.E.S College (Mimicry) - YouTubef
Like · · Share · November 4, 2011 at 9:05am

•

Jacob Nettikkadan
Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan has described many of University products as "Walking, talking, degree holding vegetables" in his book "The
Importance of Personality Development", only because even in the most ordinary cases they fail to use their thinking power, especially
rational and logical thinking power. They fail to make proper evaluation or judgement and decisions. They never take initiative to
speak or do anything good for others, especially to help or serve others. They never appreciate good people or good things. They never
think in advance "What to do, when, where, with whom, for what and how". Then what is the difference between these University
products and those unfortunate people who have never got a chance to go to school, college or University ?

Like · · Share · November 4, 2011 at 9:01am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

If somebody invents a device to remove the PhD degree from the top learners or performers in
Universities and then evaluate their net worth critically, the entire lot of clothes available in a locality
may not be sufficient to cover the shame produced by some of them.
JACOB NETTIKKADAN.

Like · · Share · November 3, 2011 at 7:27pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
When Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan's students express great satisfaction for their educational achievement in a few days or weeks, it doesn't
mean anything to the present day Universities or educationists (who cannot get from their students achievements life-long), because
they used to be "Temples of knowledge, wisdom and insight" in previous centuries, not now. Read the comments of participants of his
course from website www.xavierinstitute.org or www.xavierinstitute.com
Jacob Nettikkadan

Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan wants people to be truly educated. That is why in his "Original
Communicative English Course", he teaches "What Mind Power is; How to develop it; "What
rational and logical thinking is"; "What common sense is"; "What research is and how to do it, to
make inventions" etc. He tells hundreds of secrets to make his participants' life a success, including
about what personality, leadership and managerial developments are.
His 15 day residential course at Kochi, Kerala, India at Rs.7,500/- all inclusive, starts on 9-11-2011.
Join before 6-11-2011.
JACOB NETTIKKADAN.

Like · · Share · November 2, 2011 at 7:53pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

When students get a mixture of 'knowledge, ignorance, confusion, doubts and misunderstanding'
from classes, their mental growth is negatively affected. Their Mind Power becomes much lower for
their age. They suffer from 'fear, excessive shyness, nervousness, lack of confidence and inferiority
complex'. They fail to be 'smart, energetic, enthusiastic and dynamic'. A greater danger for the
society is that the youth will not have any zeal to acquire knowledge, forget about 'perfect
knowledge'. They will never have 'reading habit'. The last danger is that the society will not have
'true scholars or experts or intelligentsia'; only University degree holders will be there.
Jacob Nettikkadan.

Like · · Share · November 2, 2011 at 8:48am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Think why most of our teachers are imparting only 'a mixture of knowledge, ignorance, confusions,
doubts and misunderstanding' to students. It is mainly because what they themselves got from their
teachers is the same thing. As told by teachers who underwent Government training, "The trainers must have been people
who shouted slogans or pasted the political party's posters on walls. They don't know even as much as we know. But, at the end of the
training, we got our monetary benefits. They spent a huge amount in the name of 'Teachers' training'.

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Those who learn in ordinary schools and colleges for 15 or 16 years or learn (Duplicate)
Communicative English conducted by Universities. are hardly able to communicate in English. They
know very little about the inside decorations and designs of English. But Jacob Nettikkadan promises
more accurate, clear, complete, convincing and scholarly knowledge through his 15 day long Original
Communicative English course (in Kochi (Kerala, India) than any PhD from any University on
earth. That is because his text book "Easy Way To Learn English" in four volumes contain 5,700
small inventions and discoveries on the existing English language (which are corrections or
improvement in teaching English). www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org give
details to join on line before 6th November, 2011.

Like · · Share · November 1, 2011 at 8:26am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
When browsing a new website, an average Postgraduate may look for the pictures and the beauty of design, not for any solid
information or helpful data. That is because his Mind Power equals to that of a child of 6, 8, 10 years; not of an adult. Think how Jacob
Nettikkadan promises to increase the Mind Power by 50 times during his 15 day long residential course on Original Communicative
English ! Because, HE KNOWS THE SECRET of developing Mind Power. In 20 centuries for the first time, his book

"The Importance of Personality Development" gives lessons on MIND AND ITS FUNCTIONS.
www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org gives more details. Last date for joining 0611-2011.

Like · · Share · October 31, 2011 at 7:56pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
The society should regard people "scholar" or "expert" not on the basis of their University degrees but according to the contribution
they have made to the society, nation or mankind which benefit the public for making progress in their life. If there are truly educated
people among those who rule the country or State, such contributors should be adequately rewarded and publicly admired. If there are
truly educated public in a place, they should point out the Governmental authorities' failure to discharge their duty to the society.
Jacob Nettikkadan, www.xavierinstitute.org or www.jacobnettikkadan.org
Jacob Nettikkadan
After learning the definition of "education" from the book "Easy Way To Learn English" in four volumes (visit
www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org), assess yourself how much gains you have made from your whole education.
Try to evaluate your Mind Power through your 'self confidence'. Then avail the opportunity to make up your losses and failures by
attending a 15 day residential course with him at Rs.7,500/- all inclusive. Join before 06-11-2011.
Jacob Nettikkadan
Wonderful, Ansar Karim. Your "Good bye Laptop & Welcome Roll top" is very interesting. Pl give more details, especially its price
and availability. Tks and regards. Jacob Nettikkadan.

Good bye Laptop & WELCOME Roll top...
Jacob Nettikkadan
Have you found the 'definition of education' or actual 'purpose of education' displayed prominently or being told to its students by any
educational institution ? So, truly speaking, we do not know what we can expect from the educational institutions against our spending
large amounts of money, time and efforts for long years of our life. We simply become happy with what we get ( - marks, promotions
and degrees or certificates). Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan defines "education" in his book "Easy Way To Learn English" in four volumes.
Visit www.xavierinstitute.org or www.jacobnettikkadan.org for the definition. (Now the definition is available in JACOB
NETTIKKADAN’S NEW BOOK – FOR FREE READING. Visit both websites).

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan has proposed to the HRD Minister Mr. Kapil Sibal (in 2010) to introduce the
Original Communicative English invented by him in 1978 in all schools of India with the help of his
text book "Easy Way To Learn English" in four volumes (in small bits to each class) and allow him
to train teachers to teach English according to his methodology. Also to be ensured is that only
teachers properly trained by him will teach English. Then the guaranteed result will be : "There will

not be a single student in India in class 12 who cannot speak English fluently and impressively. There
will be no unemployment problem in India too, because their Mind Power will increase many times."

Like · · Share · October 29, 2011 at 5:20pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan asserts that the Governmenets of the country should not spend (better say
"waste") any money in the name of "education" without ensuring visible results in students. Do you
agree to it ? Government of India is reported to have provided Rs.1,70,000 crores for free and
compulsory education of children between six years and 14 years !!

Like · · Share · October 29, 2011 at 8:38am

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Jacob Nettikkadan demands that India should not allow any High School which fails to ensure
communicative ability to its students in their mother tongue and in English. Do you support this
demand ? Then circulate this demand to all your friends.

Like · · Share · October 28, 2011 at 6:38pm

•
Jacob Nettikkadan

Website www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org gives two slogans "Communication
skill is the life of education" and "Get the ability to think in English and dive into English fluency".
How do you rate educational institutions which do not care for these slogans ? What about the
Communicative English Degree courses which do not guarantee Communication Skill in English ?
Jacob Nettikkadan
Jacob Nettikkadan requests the Indian Government to ban all Communicative English courses conducted as "degrees" recognized by
Central Government without the techniques for communicating in a language as described in website www.jacobnettikkadan.org or
www.xavierinstitute.org What is your opinion ? Give support, if you are already a victim.
Jacob Nettikkadan
Will you forgive those who conduct "Bacherlor or Master of Communicative English" course without the techniques invented by
Jacob Nettikkadan in 1978 to make you speak English in classroom within a very short period ? Be aware of the Original horse
invented in 1978 (don't go after its shadow) from website www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org
Jacob Nettikkadan

The wise authorities and people of a country consider useful inventors as symbols of national progress. But India's greatest natural
scientist is living in T.N. jails for no fault of his. Jacob Nettikkadan's book "The Importance of Personality Development" discloses
some details. Visit www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org

•
Jacob Nettikkadan
Here is a chance to taste the Original Communicative English which guarantees quick communication skill and deep, wide and
accurate knowledge in the English language. Read the "Fabulous Contributions of Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan" in website
www.xavierinstitute.org or www.jacobnettikkadan.org You can attend a 15 day residential course and experience and Educational
Miracle at Kochi just for a total of Rs.7,500 including food, shared accommodation, books and course fee. Last date for admission
closes on 6th Nov. 2011.
Best wishes.
Jacob Nettikkadan
If you want to taste Original Communicative English, read "The Fabulous Contributions" and be aware of the techniques invented by
him to give you speaking ability in classroom from website www.jacobnettikkadan.org or www.xavierinstitute.org Join the 15 day
residential course at only Rs.7,500/- all inclusive before 6-11-2011.
Jacob Nettikkadan
Jacob Nettikkadan, the inventor of Original
Communicative English wants your comments about the effectiveness of the new system. Get details from www.xavierinstitute.org or
www.xavierinstitute.com
and value "How scientific it is ? "

